Shortcuts: Is It a Hoax?

Look Who We Found On Snopes.com

Check Snopes

Reviewing this Lecture:

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of sourcing your information from the Web?
2. How do you identify reliable information on the Web?

Questions Today:

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of sourcing your information from the Web?
2. How do you identify reliable information on the Web?
The Big Lessons

You have the power to slow down the rush of information.

Don’t Let The Speed of Information Drive the Pace of Your Critical Thinking.

Rank and popularity do not guarantee reliability.

Remember VIA!

Assignments:

Due in Recitation:
The Email Assignment (Read instructions on Blackboard. Watch for an email from us)

Due at the Next Lecture:
TV Deconstruction and Quiz on News U

Due at your final Recitation:
The Essay

End of lecture